MONDAY
11:30AM: PARADE OF NATIONS AND CHINESE DRAGON DANCE
COPPER HOUSE TO UNIVERSITY CENTER
International students at UCCS will proudly share their countries’ colors! APISU will lead the parade with traditional lion dance! The parade will depart Copper House and end at the University Center.

12:00PM – 2:00PM: LANGUAGE TABLE: JAPANESE “こんにちは”
UC TABLE (BERGER HALL)
Learn how to write your name in Japanese.

TUESDAY
11:00AM – 1:00PM: AFRO-CARIBBEAN DRUMMERS
UPPER LODGE
Enjoy African, Puerto Rican and Cuban drumming.

12:00PM – 2:00PM: LANGUAGE TABLE: GERMAN “WIE GEHT ES DIR”
UC TABLE (BERGER HALL)
Learn how to order food and drinks in German.

2:00PM: Photo Exhibit Talk -FACES: Cuban Artists in the Diaspora exhibit
LIBRARY
Join Dr. Andrea Herrera to learn about Cuban artist, Carlos Manuel Cardenes, collection on display.

4:00PM: BIRDS WITHOUT BORDERS DOCUMENTARY
CLYDES
Join filmmaker, Nick Molle in a review of his film and discussion. Nick’s films and documentaries are a regular feature on PBS.

THURSDAY
11:30AM – 3:30PM: R.A.C.E
BERGER HALL
A multicultural showcase of six Asian cities. Enjoy games that will help you learn about the unique culture and history while enjoying local food.

12:00PM – 2:00PM: LANGUAGE TABLE: FRENCH “BONJOUR”
UC TABLE (BERGER HALL)
Learn the most romantic language in the world.

12:00PM – 12:30PM: STUDENT PERSPECTIVE: STUDY ABROAD IN ITALY
UC 124
Join Mehal Jivan as he shares his experience of studying in Rome.

12:45PM – 1:00PM: LOVE CONNECTS THE WORLD!
UC124
Learn about a student initiative in Kenya.

6:00PM – 8:00PM: GEO QUIZ NIGHT
CLYDES
Test your trivia in celebration of geography awareness week.

FRIDAY
12:00PM: GLOBAL INTERCULTURAL RESEARCH CENTER: BROWN BAGS SERIES
DWIRE 204
Join Dr. Kee Warner’s presentation on Regional Tourism Strategies through a Global Intercultural Lens: Reflections from Chile.

12:00PM – 2:00PM: LANGUAGE TABLE: SPANISH: “HOLA”
UC TABLE (UC Coffee Table)
Time to learn Spanish!

3:30PM: GLOBAL ENGAGEMENT OPEN HOUSE + STUDENT PHOTO EXHIBIT
COPPER HOUSE 9209
Come and check out the GEO and the cool things we are doing as the international education hub!

6:00PM-9:00PM DIWALI - FESTIVAL OF LIGHTS.
BERGER HALL
Join Indian Student Alliance for a traditional Indian celebration.

WEDNESDAY
12:00PM – 2:00PM: LANGUAGE TABLE:
CHINESE “你好吗”
UC TABLE (BERGER HALL)
Learn one of the hardest languages in the world.

WEEK LONG EVENTS
INTERNATIONAL FOOD: Great opportunity to taste international food at Roaring Fork all week.

LANGUAGE TABLE: A Language Table will be presented to you each day. We offer different languages, stop by and learn basic greetings.

LIBRARY INTERNATIONAL DISPLAY: Books about cultures and international politics will be displayed at the circulation desk. A great way to learn a different culture!

PHOTO CONTEST: Vote for your favorite finalist for the “UC the World” photo contest at the University Center and GEO Facebook page www.uccs.edu/geo.

RESIDENCE LIFE “AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 DAYS”: Every floor throughout the resident hall will have a different themed country.

PRESENTED BY
UCCS Global Engagement Office
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO COLORADO SPRINGS
AND
UCCS Global and Intercultural Research Center
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO COLORADO SPRINGS

IN COLLABORATION WITH
Dining and Food Services,
Office of Student Activities,
MOASAC, APISU, ISA,
Residence Life & Housing,
Kraemer Family Library,
LSSC, Harambee Foundation and the College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences

International@uccs.edu